When we first meet him, Chappie is a punked-out teenager living with his mother and abusive stepfather in an upstate New York trailer park. The rule of the bone by Russell Banks is a good book; this book shows the idea of how conflict can build character in this novel. Chappie, a 13-year-old boy, embarks on a journey through life which would change his perspective on life forever. Chappie was introduced to the use of drugs at an early age.

The rule of the bone by Russell Banks is a 1995 novel by Russell Banks. It is a bildungsroman or coming of age story about the 14-year-old American narrator Chappie later dubbed Bone named for a tattoo that he gets after having dropped out of school turns to the guidance of a Rastafarian Jamaican migrant worker. Russell Banks is a quintessential novel of adisaffected homeless youth living on the edge of society. It redefines the young modern anti-hero. Russell Banks fiction lost memory of skin by Russell Banks fiction the reserve by Russell Banks, rule of the bone by Russell Banks
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